.(s)2sds
Section 1 of this paper contains general results about automorphic forms of weight zero. In Section 2 a connection is studied between Poincar6 series and the resolvent of the Laplace operator. In Section 3 the main theorem is derived. In the last two sections the theorem is used to get some information about the Fourier coefficients. Section 4 contains asymptotic results and in Section 5 a link is made with the Fourier coefficients of holomorphic cusp forms.
I thank the referee for his remarks; notably the suggestion to look at evidence for the Ramanujan conjecture (see Sect. 4) and a simplification in Section 5. I thank Prof. T.A. Springer for the interest he has shown in my work on this paper.
Preliminaries
This section serves mainly to fix notations and to recall results. References are [4] , [5, Ch . XIV], [8] .
On the upper half plane H the group F=SL2(Z ) acts. The operator L= _ y2 \~-~-T + ~y2/is invariant under F. The measure dz = y-2 dx dy is also invariant under F.
F-invariant eigenfunctions of L with eigenvalue 88 2 have a Fourier series expansion (1.1) ~ a,(y)e 2~i"x,
n~Z where a n satisfies the differential equation 
4) V~(y) = n 89 y~ Is(y/2 ).
K s and I s are modified Bessel functions, see [14] . I'll use the following asymptotic behaviour for y ~ c~ The Eisenstein series has a Fourier series expansion qs(z) =y~+' +Coo(S)y ~-~ + ~ CoN(S ) W~(4 n Inl y) e 2"I"~, Here J2s and I2s are Bessel functions (see [14] ) and rm,(C ) denotes a Kloosterman sum:
c-1
It satisfies for all e > 0 (1.16) rm,(C)=(9(c ~+~) c~ ~;
see [11] and [15] . Hence the sum for c,.,(s) converges for Res> 88 For a general Fuchsian group one would be sure of convergence only for Re s > 89
For a proof of (1.12-14) see [9] .
It is interesting to look at the Poincar6 series for s = 89 As W}(y) = e-y/2 and V~(y) =e y/2 --e -y/2, one has for m> 1 ( One may assume that the cusp forms 0r all are eigenfunctions of all Hecke operators T, (n> 1) and T 1. These operators I normalize in this paper as follows:
The Fourier series expansions of the 0r are of the form Proof. As 88 s 2 is not an element of the spectrum of L, it is sufficient to show that the left and right hand sides of the equality differ by a function in L~2(F\H). I prove this for 89 Re s < 23; then it is true elsewhere as both sides are meromorphic in s. The following lemma will be proved:
~ems(Z)=(-Q (y~-R~S) for y~.
Hence q~,,~ is square integrable and its contribution to all Fourier coefficients is bounded. As l~,,, does only contribute to the m-th Fourier coefficient, one needs only look at this coefficient. It has the form ( 
2.10) uVC~(4~lmly)+vV~(4~lm[y).
As the W~-term is square integrable on F, it is sufficient to determine v. This can be done by taking lim of this Fourier coefficient multiplied by e-Z~lmly, see (1.5) and y~ (1.6) . By the lemma the contribution of rt,,,s is zero. The resolvent can be expressed in other operators Q and B, acting on functions on F; for the meaning of Q, o9 and B see [5, Proof See (1.12) and (2.8).
A Formula Containing Fourier Coefficients of Cusp Forms
In this section I derive a formula containing the yj, of (1.29). The idea is to take two 
(S) Coo(_S)Col,,l(S)Col,t(s)w~lml(s)w#l,l(s)ds.

Res=0
The sum of the expressions in (3.7) and (3.10) equals (g(L)tp l, q)2)"
To express the same expression in another way the resolvent R(s) can be used.
Let C 1 be a contour in the A-plane going around [ 88 oo) in negative direction at a distance 6 with 6 e(0, 89 Then 
f(s)W~lml(S)Wpl,l(s)cmn(s)2sds
Res=~ +~n(2~0 -l((4~lml) -1 ~ f(s) w~lml(s)vplmj(s)2sds
Res=a ct3 -~ f(s) Sb~m,(y)~Iy)y-2dy2sas}. Res=tr 1 In the terms with 6,~ the path of integration may be moved to the line Re s = 0. Keeping (3.3) in mind one sees that these terms are equal to
n(2xi)-l(4xlml) -1 ~ f(s){W~lml(S)VBl~l(s )
Res=O
--W~tlm I (S) V~] [m I (S) "[-Vat im I (S) W~ im I (S)} 2 s ds.
As V_~ = V~ + 2 sin n s W~ and f(-s) =f(s) one gets
(2ni)-l(4nlm[) -1 ~ f(s)l(v~l~l(s)-v~lml(-s))wal,,l(s)2sds
Res= 0
=-6m,(2rci)-l(4nlm[) -1 ~ f(s)sinns W~lml(S)W~l,,l(s)2sds.
Res=0
From (3.7), (3.10), (3.14) and (3.16) follows: 
~ f(s) Coo(--S)Colml(S)Col,l(s)w~lml(s)wpl~l(s)ds
Res=O +(2rci)-~(4nlml) -1 ~ f(s)cm.(s)w~l~l(s)wal.l(s)2sds
Res=o -3,~.(27~i)-l(4rctml) -t ~ f(s)sinxs W~tml(S)Wat,l(s)2sds.
Res=O
In each term of (3.17) occurs
(3.18) w~lml(s)wal,l(s) = ~ W~(4nlmly) W~(4nlnly')ct(Y)fl(Y')Y-2dyy'-2dy '. 1 ~y<y'
To remove the dependence of(3.17) on 7 and fl I first take the integral over y and y' outside the sum and integrals in (3.17). For each term one has to check whether this is allowed. For the first term it is sufficient to prove that In the equality in Proposition (3.24) the variables y and y' occur. To be able to remove them, one has to add conditions for f Using this, the asymptotic behaviour of WRe ~ in (1.5) and the estimates made in the proof of(3.24), it is easy to apply the dominated convergence theorem of Lebesgue. The factor [cos z~s]-1 in the bound off counteracts the F-factors in Colnl(s ) Coital(s) and Cm,(S) and the factor sin Ks.
The first term in (3.24) cannot be handled in the same way, as the order of growth of 7jm 7j, is not known. Instead of dominated convergence Fatou's lemma will be applied. 
f(S) Coo(--S)Colml(S)CoM(S) ds
j = 1 Res=O +(2ni)-l(4nlml) -1 ~ f(s)e,.,(s)2sds Res=~ -6,,,(2ni)-l(4nlm[) -1 ~ f(s)sinns 2sds.
Res=0
Remark. The Fourier coefficients 7i, are defined in (1.29) ; the functions c..(s) can be found in (1.8), (1.9), (1.13) and (1.14).
Proof The only thing left to do is to take the limits inside the sum in lim lim ~ f(si) Tim 7i, e2~0mly+ Inly') W~,(4n Iml y) W~,(4n In[ y').
y~ooy'~j= I
But now we can use dominated convergence, for by Lemma(3.27) a multiple of
is summable; so it can be used as majorant.
Some Asymptotic Results on Fourier Coefficients of Cusp Forms
Theorem (3.29) is used as a starting point for the derivation of asymptotic estimates for the 7j.. Throughout this section ty denotes Im sj. For the last assertion (1.26) is used. One may interpret Corollary(4.4) as saying that on the average 17j1[ equals n-x(3 coshn tj) ~. It will turn out that the exact equality lTjll =n-1(3 coshn tj) ~ cannot be valid for all j.
In the following p is a fixed prime number. By (1.30) one has for all integral n > 1 : Proof cI)p is determined by (4.8) and (4.9). These equalities are easily checked making the substitution 2= 2p ~ cos $ and using (4.6). It is known that 12jpl<p+l for all j. The Ramanujan conjecture for nonholomorphic cusp forms amounts to (4.11) 12jpl<2p ~ for all j; see [12] . Proposition (4.10) suggests that the majority of the 2jp satisfy (4.11).
From (1.25) and (1.31) I'll derive a similar proposition; from it will follow that the Ramanujan conjecture is asymptotically true. 
-2p 89
Clearly l?jll = re-1(3 cosh x ti) 89 cannot be valid for all j. Actually I don't even know whether the lTjll2/coshrc tj are bounded. 
